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After working for 25 years as a top model, Kate Moss has been undergoing some unique beauty
treatments, I can reveal.
Kate, 41, and some of her closest girlfriends spent last week at a luxury spa in Turkey to celebrate
Sadie Frost's forthcoming 50th birthday.
At the LifeCo Clinic in Bodrum, Kate and her group had freezing cold cryotherapy saunas – Kate's
personal favourite for skin treatment.
They might also have tried the clinic's 'inversion therapy', which involves hanging upside down like a
bat for at least five minutes. The rush of blood to the head is supposed to remove toxins.
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Cold comfort: Kate Moss has been undergoing some unique beauty treatments at a spa in Turkey
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A little chilly: Kate and her group had freezing cold cryotherapy saunas – Kate's personal favourite for her
skin

Camelot actress Tamsin Egerton's relationship with her Hollywood actor boyfriend Josh
Hartnett seems to be going from strength to strength, with 26-year-old Tamsin moving into
Josh's house in trendy East London.
'Josh is a regular on the underground party circuit with the East London hipsters,' a source
tells me. 'And now Tamsin is living with him too, they add a real dollop of Hollywood glamour
to the East End.'
The couple first met while filming the movie Singularity in 2012, but didn't start dating until a
year later.
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